
Although at the tender age of seven he
occupied a small office in his father’s
real estate business—complete with
his own desk, nameplate and fake
business cards—Sam Gamon never

intended to have a career in real estate. His great-
grandmother purchased a real estate company in
1929. His father, grandfather, grandmother and aunt
all pursued real estate careers, but following in their
footsteps wasn't part of the plan. Eventually Sam
outgrew the little office and his father sold his
business to Torsten Kasper. Sam went on to obtain a
university degree in archaeology and anthropology
while studying journalism and copywriting.

As Sam was ready to take a break from copywriting,
Kasper recognized his natural ability and encouraged
him to try his hand at real estate. So at the age of 24,
he made the decision to immerse himself into the
business. He immediately fell in love with the
industry and in the past 12 months alone, has sold
over $70 million worth of property with an average
sale price over $1 million.

Now partnering with Kasper at Chisholm & Gamon
with offices in Bayside, Port Melbourne, Black
Rock, Elwood and Mount Martha, he serves quite a
diverse area. “It’s a great mixture of properties with
everything from 1-bedroom apartments starting at
$300,000 to multimillion dollar homes,” Sam states.
As a company auctioneer, he is able to represent his
sales team at auctions with varying price points. 

In the past 12 months he has had 126 personal
transactions, with 94% being repeat or referral
business. He credits that success with his hands-on
approach in managing campaigns and a strong
accuracy with price and appraisal. In 2014, he came
in at #48 on the REB list of Top 100 Agents in
Australia. So when Sam tells his clients, “If I make a
commitment to you, you get everything I've got,” he
means it. A self-described property addict, Sam
maintains his 'don't promise it unless you can deliver
it' philosophy is not rocket science. His passion lies
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not only in property, but in people, and building
long-term relationships tops his list of priorities. 

The following story sums up his journey in real
estate: early in his career he was showing an
apartment located on Broadway in Elwood. An
unassuming gentleman and his dog walked in for a
look. Sam recalls, “We exchanged information, he
walked away and I followed him up the next day.”
When they spoke, the gentleman stated he had
bought and sold many properties over the years and
never had anyone follow up with him so swiftly. So
impressed by it, he purchased a house from Sam two
weeks later and shortly thereafter listed a property
with him. It was Sam’s first $4 million sale. The
gentleman is still a client today.

Because community involvement is also a priority,
Sam and his team are major sponsors of Sacred Heart
Mission, among several other charities. He enjoys
cooking, sporting, traveling and relaxing at the beach
with his lovely wife. So it seems Sam has come full
circle since the days of accompanying his father to
work as a child. After many years of hard work and
commitment, he has more than earned the full-size
desk in the larger office he occupies today. 

Sam Gamon—Chisholm & Gamon

For more information about Sam Gamon
and Chisholm & Gamon, visit
www.chisholmgamon.com.au, 
call 0425 702 574 or email

sam@chisholmgamon.com.au


